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Introduction
If you remember the ‘Y2K bug’ then
you’ll be familiar with the widespread
panic that is caused when a problem is
expressed using the language of Fear,
Uncertainty and Doubt (FUD). According
to press reports at the time, everything
from servers to sandwich makers were
going to stop working.
In the event, the world didn’t end and
yet there is still a preference among
media outlets and vendors to use ‘endof-the-world’ scenarios to generate
revenue and headlines.
At Secrutiny, we believe that this is
counterproductive, causing business
leaders to experience ‘threat-fatigue’,
whereby messages no longer get through
and the whole subject of cyber security
is left in the hands of IT. And guess what?
The CIO and the CISO are just as bored as
everyone else of being told

Simon Crumplin
Secrutiny Founder

that if they don’t buy the latest
software, the entire corporate
infrastructure is in jeopardy.
A more rational approach is to look at
cyber security in the context of business
risk, whereby devices, teams,
departments and processes can be
rationally assessed to establish not only
their likelihood of being exploited, but
crucially what the impact to the
business will be. This approach allows
an organisation to have a constructive
discussion at board level and take
logical actions that are commercially
and fiscally sound.
Using seven straightforward steps, and
clear business illustrations throughout,
this whitepaper is designed to help you
change the cyber security conversation
from one that’s distracted by threat to
one that’s focused on business risk.
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What's the
Difference Between
Threat and Risk?
The first step to changing the conversation is to establish the difference between threat
and risk. Put simply, a cyber threat is a generic intention to breach security and harm an
organisation. A risk is a position where danger, damage or loss is a realistic possible
outcome, based on an organisation’s susceptibility. The challenge in the context of cyber
security is to provide evidence that identifies and quantifies risk so you can take
appropriate action.
The value of context when considering threats
Threats make for powerful headlines but out of context, they’re meaningless. The use of
FUD by vendors and the media results in the following issues for businesses:
Unnecessary expenditure
False alerts
Wasted time
Inefficiencies
Confusion
To overcome the natural urge to respond to a threat and instead pragmatically assess
the business risk, we advocate asking the following context-setting questions:
Which areas of your business are most at risk of exploitation?
What’s making them so susceptible to risk?
What impact could these risks have on the ability of your business to operate?
What steps do you need to take based on what you know?
What you can prove?
Answering these questions will allow you to determine a programme of investment that
is rational, proportionate and based on actual risk, not gut-reaction.
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Mapping Cyber Risk
Against Business Risk
One of the most powerful tools we have developed for our customers is our Cyber Risk vs
Business Risk Framework. It uses a classic hierarchy model to map the industry standard
Kill Chain (describing the structure of an attack) against areas of the business that are at
greatest risk of exploitation via tools, tactics and procedures commonly deployed by
cybercriminals.
What makes this so valuable is it clearly highlights that the further up the Kill Chain a cyber
criminal can go, the greater the business risk to the organisation.
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A framework for context and
visibility
The Cyber Risk vs Business Risk Framework underpins everything we do, not least
because it places the ‘Kill Chain’ in context and delivers visibility of both where an
attack may be taking place and the potential outcome in terms of business impact.
Whether used within an organisation as a mindset, or provided via Secrutiny as a
managed service, the framework offers a clear way to:
Categorise risk and the stage of
attack.
Determine priorities for remediation.
Communicate policy
violation/anomalies and compliance
reporting.
Engage with the business to
communicate and govern risk.
Define appropriate response
playbooks and SLA’s with the
business.
Operate a security service that
informs business risk.
Embark on a cybersecurity maturity
journey aligned to industry
standards.

CONTEXT +
VISIBILITY =
CONTROL

The simplicity of the Cyber Risk vs Business
Risk Hierarchy belies its value – it allows
you to apply context.
With context, you gain visibility because you know where and how risks will materialise.
And once you’ve got visibility – you can then gain control.
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How control leads to effective
cybersecurity cost management
Having worked through context and visibility to reach a position
of control, you can then effectively and rationally allocate and
manage cost – something that is a key driver for many of our
clients. The board wants to see spend. IT wants budget. But
where should this budget go and how much should be allocated?

The key is to make sensible spending decisions that are based on fact – something that
you can do once you have reached a position of control. A valuable exercise to undertake
is to map your cybersecurity requirements vs spend. The reason for this?
Cybersecurity requirement vs spend:
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Cybersecurity spend has an inflection point beyond which you enter the realms of the kind
of security needed by the likes of GCHQ, HSBC and MOD – something that is overkill for
organisations that do not fit the government, global financial institution or military
profile.
It’s important to recognise that vendors will want to sell you point solutions whether you
have adequately assessed your true cybersecurity needs or not. This leads to money being
spent on technology that is either unnecessary or ineffective because the basics are not
being adhered to.
Undertaking an exercise to map your discrete cybersecurity requirements vs spend leads
to budget being allocated to where it’s needed rather than where a vendor wants it to go,
or where the media wants to scare you into spending it.
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7 Steps to Foresnic
Level Focus
Vendor and media messages distract you from the areas where you can eliminate risk by
highlighting topical hype rather than encouraging best practice processes. To quantify
and manage risk, you need to be forensic in your approach. Based on our experiences of
auditing 750,000 endpoints and servers, we’ve mapped out the seven key focus areas.
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01 Basic hygiene
The biggest barrier to effective cybersecurity is not the number of malicious actors, it is failure
by organisations to carry out basic hygiene practices. Without these essential building blocks
in place, any investment made in security solutions has the potential to be wasted.
The building blocks of basic hygiene
01/ Data movement: How will we know when unusual activity occurs? Do we have a
benchmark for what constitutes ‘normal’ data movement? What processes and policies do we
have in place?
02/ User privilege: How regularly are these monitored? What happens when a person leaves
the organisation or changes role?
03/ Network communications: Can we appropriately monitor and control all our traffic?
04/ Software configurations: Do we have consistency? Are we patching on time, every time?
Can we prove that patches and updates have been deployed successfully?
05/ Build: What is the current conformity of our estate? Is every device on the most current
operating system? How frequently are we auditing this?
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In the context of updates, basic hygiene means going from this...

to this...

EQUIFAX CONFIRMED THAT A FAILURE TO
PATCH ITS SERVERS LED TO THE DATA OF 143
MILLION CONSUMERS BEING COMPROMISED
IN WHAT IS CONSIDERED THE WORLD’S
THIRD LARGEST DATA BREACH.
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02 Cyber Risk Audit
With basic hygiene in place, your next logical step is to undertake a technical Cyber Risk
Audit (CRA). As with financial auditing, a CRA should be a fundamental business practice
as it allows you to:
Bring anomalous business practices into governance, which gives you control.
Define what is ‘normal’, what is ‘noise’ and what is ‘anomalous’.
Contextualise risk so you can appropriately inform the business.
Allocate accountability.
Define whether a threat is relevant or not.
Remove complacency by following the thought process of, “it’s not if we are
breached, it’s when”.
Commercial benefits of cyber risk auditing
Conducting a CRA also brings commercial benefits in the shape of:
01/ Maximising use of all existing investments: Are you using the cybersecurity tools
that you’ve paid for? Are they doing their job? And if not, why not?
02/ Refocusing business expenditure based on risk: Can you prove that you are
investing in the right places? How are you measuring your performance?
03/ Security operations, resources and investments geared to the risk profile of the
organisation: Expenditure can be clearly justified and will demonstrate ROI.
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The difference CRA makes...

Without Audit

With Audit

"From 'hopeful' to maturity..."
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03 System of Record
One way to think of a System of Record (SOR) is as a continuously
rolling CCTV system where each day’s recording is backed up and
stored for a period of time.
By capturing activity 24x7 it becomes an authoritative data set
where, in the event of an incident, it is possible to see everything
leading up to the event – security flaws, method of attack and
potentially the person responsible.
In the context of cyber security, the SOR is an aggregate of data from associated systems
stored in native records format – a ‘bucket’ of data that describes your IT ecosystem and
hygiene posture at any given point in time.
It allows you to retain reliable data quality for production and governance requirements
and supports technical controls and compliance analytics, as well as incident
investigations.
What does a system of record achieve?
Ensures suitable data is in place to respond to a breach, and ingested into a Security
Information and Event Management (SIEM) for security monitoring.
Enables your analytical solutions (SIEM, etc.) to:
1. Extract and model data for informational risk purposes.
2. Audit quality and accuracy of vendor-reported alerts and
performance.
3. Facilitate Key Risk Indicator (KRI) and Key Performance Indicator (KPI)
reporting.
4. Conduct analysis of threat intelligence or suspicious activities upon
acquisition of new information.
Provides the context and visibility needed to run a full Security Operations Centre
(SOC) - either in-house or outsourced - with controls provided by SIEM.
Allows you to interrogate it with any security question you may wish to ask.
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How does a system of record work?

KRI/KPI reporting plus “look-back”

Core infrastructure technologies

analysis of threat intelligence or
suspicious activities upon acquiring new

transmit event and alert logs to a central
repository – a Logging Platform – to form
an SOR, this is how visibility for
investigation and response is facilitated.
The Logging Platform provides:
1. The method to aggregate and ingest
the data to form the SOR.
2. An interface to connect a SIEM tool
to support a mature SOC/SIEM
service for analytics, reporting and
event correlation which drives
analyst engagement.
3. A source of information that can be
included in quarterly Cyber Risk
Auditing for assurance.
The SOR provides a data ‘lake’ which can
be used for onward analysis, correlation
and to help defend the organisation in
the event of a breach.
If the SOR is owned by your
organisation, it provides demarcation
between your infrastructure and vendor
solutions, plus a reliable data source for
auditing the quality and accuracy of
vendor reported alerts, performance and
risk trends details.
When accessible data is held in the SOR
for 90 days (rolling) with ‘cold’ storage of
up to one year of data, it facilitates

information.

04 Visibility
There can be a difference between
what’s reported to have happened and
what’s actually happened. Visibility
looks beyond the apparent. For example,
your Anti-Virus may believe it has
successfully cleaned a virus from your
endpoint, but with wider visibility you
can see that the endpoint is now trying
to communicate across the network.
Perhaps an embedded virus was missed,
and a worm is trying to move laterally
across your estate. Visibility is achieved
by using the outputs of Cyber Risk Audits
(CRA) to establish the baseline of what’s
normal which then enables you to
rapidly identify any anomalies.
CRAs should be carried out a few times
each year to determine whether your
position has got better, worse, or is
consistent. Essentially, CRA and hygiene
and policy should always be aiming for
improvement.
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05 Tools
Tools should be viewed as aides that add automation to processes you have determined
are relevant to your operational approach. In the example of security vs spend, we have
used the exercise to help illustrate where organisations need to return budget set aside
for tools to re-invest in hygiene.
The greatest success comes from a combination of:
Factual knowledge of your environment to determine policy
A plan for continual improvement.
A method for monitoring conformity.
A desire to never reach the end of the journey.
From there you need:
Effective build management.
Acceptable use policies.
Visibility.
Education.
Together, these will prevent more security issues than ANY security products.

FROM OUR EXPERIENCE IN AUDITING >750,000
ENDPOINTS AND SERVERS, WE HAVE DISCOVERED
THAT PROCESSES AND POLICY WILL ALWAYS
OFFER 10X SECURITY POSTURE OVER GENERIC
PRODUCT PURCHASES.
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06 Breach awareness
To detect a breach, IT should look for
change as it is an indicator that someone or
something has control.
Where an environment is managed well,
with good hygiene and consistency over the
software and technology in use, and a
System of Record (SOR) is in place, then
change can be detected.
The fastest route to breach awareness is
using your System of Record (SOR) to set
Indicators of Compromise (IOC). This
includes:

MOST BREACHED
ORGANISATIONS
ARE NOTIFIED BY
SOMEONE OTHER
THAN THEIR OWN
STAFF, ACCORDING
TO MANDIANT’S MTRENDS 2017
REPORT.

Abnormal profile use.
Persistent services.
Malware.
Unusual login behaviour.

Once you are aware, you can then apply forensic analysis to determine anomaly versus
incident; from there, you can decide upon the appropriate course of action.
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07 Simulation
How do you know if the framework you’ve put in place is working at any given point in
time? Rather than wait for a breach, it is vital to undertake regular simulation exercises
that test the effectiveness of your security control systems and alerting framework.
From here you can identify when policy or configuration changes are needed. Data-driven
assessments and evidence-based work such as Penetration Testing can validate whether
your controls are effective or not and identify previously unknown backdoors and flaws.
Ideally, simulation is an ongoing, automated activity taking place on a 360° basis in your
live environment – and continuously patrolling your estate. This increases the potential of
arresting a threat in its initial stages.
Imagine a simulation process whereby whilst the CEO is reading about WannaCry II on a
news site on his way to the office, you already know whether you are susceptible or
protected because your simulation tools have already tested your production
environment. Yes, this is available.
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CYBER RISK IS
A BUSINESS
RISK...
NOT AN IT
PROBLEM!
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Summary
This whitepaper has been created based on research undertaken with organisations who
classify themselves as being at considerable risk of malicious activity. During our
research, three statistics in particular stood out:

88%

of organisations we spoke to have no evidence of their current risk profile
and if the controls they have invested in actually work.

71%

of organisations we spoke to have had an incident that required
investigation in the past 18 months.

73%

of organisations we spoke to took over one hour to determine whether an
incident was due to policy violation, misuse, infection or breach and thus
whether incident response was required.

When we investigated these points further, we found an overall organisational mindset
that was heavily influenced by FUD which served to distract decision makers from the
real cybersecurity risks and the pragmatic, practical steps they could take. This led to
wasted time and money, and projects that were driven by fear rather than fact.
If any element of this whitepaper has struck a chord with you, and you’d like to learn
more about how to create a constructive conversation about cybersecurity, we are here
to help.
Complete the Secrutiny 7 Step RAG Assessment
Visit secrutiny.com/cyber-security-blog to subscribe to our advisory emails
Contact us to discuss your specific circumstances
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The Secrutiny 7-Step
RAG Assessment

Our RAG assessment considers the seven steps discussed in this whitepaper so that you can
make an initial assessment of your organisation’s attitude and progress towards pragmatic,
appropriate, cyber risk management.
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No plan in place
Partial plan
Full plan

What It Does

Examples

01 Basic
Hygiene

Sets a standard for every person,
process and device that you can
hold the business accountable to.

Strong passwords, proactive
patching, two-factor
authentication and Active
Directory Management.

02 Cyber
Risk Audit

Provides you with a baseline of
your overall organisational risk
profile against which you can
make decisions.

Analysis of build inconsistencies,
suspicious service connections,
multiple or outdated software
versions.

03 System of
Record

Gives you an authoritative log
dataset that you can use to
examine activity and identify a
breach.

A data store of logs from IT
systems and infrastructure that
records activity.

04 Visibility

Alerts you to threats that you can
then map to risks across business
units.

Monitoring and alerting systems
that identify anomalies.

05 Tools

Facilitate your cybersecurity
processes to mitigate against
risk.

A policy patrol service that picks
out policy violations and alerts
you.

06 Breach
Awareness

Allows you to identify threats
earlier and work backwards from
an incident to see where the
breach happened and how to
remediate.

Recognition of an incident, with
established incident processes to
work to resolution.

07
Simulation

Allows you to carry out scenariobased tests to find out if your
security practices are working.

Pen testing frequently, breach
simulation and pen test
automation..

Red/
Amber/
Green

Found a little too much red in your assessment? We can help you change the conversation.

Who Are
Secrutiny?
Secrutiny is a cyber consultancy that
believes cybersecurity doesn't have to be
complex to be smart, and the right
balance between prevent, detect,
respond and recover offers the best
assurance that your operation will
survive an incident.
Want to learn more? Get in touch..
0203 8232 999

info@secrutiny.com
www.secrutiny.com

With diverse backgrounds in the latest
enabling technologies, IT systems
security, compliance and reducing risk,
our specialist team encourage and guide
you through the evolution of a journey
always based on improvement for better
security and peace of mind.

